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Chapter 2541

Levi Garrison stepped down the ninety-nine steps.

This is tantamount to an insult to all members of the quasi-sacred list…

“Has the boss been stimulated to do such an irrational thing?”

Someone said.

“It’s possible that after I came to this place, I was so irritated! I can’t wait to engrave my
name on the stone tablet! You say that the boss is the former king, isn’t it even more crazy?”

Kirin ( Qilin ) said.

Xiao Feng nodded, “My desire to win and lose is strong enough. Coming here, I can’t wait to
become stronger right away and tell everyone that you are all weak. The boss is a person
with stronger desire to win and loss, so I must understand this move. Ah!”

“Well, the new God List is too stimulating. I didn’t think it before, but now engraving the
name on it makes people tremble! Everyone wants to be on the list with a broken blood!”

Everyone Said one after another.

Everyone is not surprised by Levi Garrison’s special behavior.

After all, the stimulation was too great.

Everyone wants to step on the steps to the highest point.



It’s a pity that everyone wants to be a step again…

Most of the people present didn’t even have the chance to be a

step … The steps are the glory!

In everyone’s minds, Levi Garrison couldn’t even become a step.

But to trample on the stele.

Who can bear this?

Therefore, when Levi Garrison stepped on the last step.

Tens of thousands of people all rushed over to devour Levi Garrison alive.

I want Levi Garrison to give an explanation.

Otherwise, I will never let him go!

“What qualifications do you have to climb the steps? What qualifications do you have to
step on the Conferred God Stage? What qualifications do you have to jump up to the stele?”

Everyone asked again and again.

Everyone in the world is working hard, relying on their true strength to climb the steps, and
relying on hard work to step on the stage of conferring the gods.

Everyone is like this.

But it happened that some people cheated and cheated on the stage of conferring gods.

This is why everyone is angry!

It’s like an exam. Everyone is studying hard for the college entrance examination.

As a result, Levi Garrison cheated suddenly and entered the best university, still in front of
everyone.



Can everyone not be angry?

“You must give an explanation!!!”

Everyone scolded.

Step by step, everyone came to Levi Garrison.

Zoey Lopez can’t stop these people…

at least you have to face tens of thousands of powerful…

“Levi Garrison, you just have to kneel under the first step and knock your head against the
monument for ten times, and we will forgive you. ! ” “

Yes, you just make things blasphemy! now we must repent! kowtow apology! “

……

everyone snapped.

Let Levi Garrison make amends!
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No one was satisfied with Levi Garrison’s behavior.

All of them are as crazy as they are.

I want Levi Garrison to apologize!

Only by kneeling down and confessing, can everyone’s hatred be relieved.

Levi Garrison smiled, “The reason why I climbed the steps and stepped on the stele was
because I was above the top! A trivial god list is not enough to sum up my strength!”



“You fart!!!”

“Yes, you have it !” What qualifications are above all living beings?”

… As

soon as Levi Garrison said this, everyone went crazy.

Enraged!

Completely irritated!

Levi Garrison not only trampled on the sacred things in everyone’s hearts.

It is still ironic and insulting now.

Who is not angry?

“Forcibly let him kneel and kowtow!!!”

Everyone was about to do it.

“Wait!”

Levi Garrison said.

“What else do you want to say?”

everyone asked.

“How can I step on the ninety-nine steps and step on the top of the stele?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“Well, it stands to reason that no one can!”

“But the dark god who is the number one in the gods can barely step on the stone tablet,
after all, he is the number one!”



“Yes, if the dark god stepped on the stone tablet! Then everyone will not say a word!”

…

everyone said one after another .

“But what if I am stronger than the dark god? Am I above the gods?”

Levi Garrison sneered.

The Dark God is nothing more than his identity.

It’s just that Levi Garrison said this.

Everyone present laughed.

Uncontrollable crazy laughter.

The posture of laughing to death!

Is there anyone in this world better than the dark god?

impossible!

Do not make jokes!

If the previous god list is the first, it is not necessarily the strongest in the world.

After all, there are many strong players who have not yet been summarized and included.

But this time, all the strong players on the list of gods, without exception, have been
collected.

The deviation rate is less than one percent.

Therefore, the dark god is the strongest!

It can be called invincible in the world.



In the end, Levi Garrison said that he was stronger than the Dark God.

Who will believe it?

This is a big joke!

“Levi Garrison is nothing else, you say you are better than the Dark God!”

“But your name is not engraved on the stone tablet! The first name on the stone tablet is the
Dark God!”

“Yes, we can’t see Levi Garrison’s name. Engraved on it!”

…

everyone said one after another.

“Of course my name is engraved on it! But it is engraved on the back!”

Levi Garrison said.

“Back? Hahahaha…”
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Everyone smiled.

After a long time, Levi Garrison pulled out his name and engraved it on the back.

Who would believe it?

“Can Levi Garrison make up a lie that looks more like it? Also engraved on the back?”

Everyone laughed.

“Is my name engraved on the back? Go and see for yourself, don’t you know?”



Levi Garrison sneered.

Everyone was stunned for a moment.

Yes.

Did Levi Garrison lie?

Now just go to the back and take a look.

This is enough to prove everything.

But with so many people in the audience, no one was willing to take a look at the back.

What a sacred existence is that?

According to the construction of this stele, the back is completely on the side of the
mountain cliff.

If you want to see it, you have to step on the stone monument.

That is equivalent to stepping on the head of the Dark God, Daxia Yizhi Grandmaster, and
the new master of the ancient Garrison clan.

To see…

Who would dare to be there?

Or who dares in the whole world?

To step on the top of the stone tablet is tantamount to challenging the dark god and the
powerhouses of the entire god list.

Just to prove whether Levi Garrison’s name is engraved on the back.

Who dares to do this?

Is it worth it?



And everyone knows that Levi Garrison’s name is definitely not on the back.

Why should I lose my life for something illusory?

“Levi Garrison, you are so insidious, knowing that we can’t step on the stone tablet,
deliberately saying that there is your name behind!” “Levi Garrison must kneel down, no one
believes you!”

Naturally, no one would believe it, but Levi Garrison was forced to kneel down forcibly.

Even Zoey and the others felt that Levi Garrison was a bit unreasonable.

Back?

How can it be?

It’s absolutely impossible!

“If it doesn’t work, you just apologize? After all, you angered the crowd!”

Zoey said.

Hundreds of thousands of people forced Levi Garrison to kneel and apologize.

It’s a moment of jeopardy.

Levi Garrison was happy, “Don’t believe me? I will pull out the stone tablet and show you the
back!” As

soon as Levi Garrison’s words came out, everyone took a cold breath.

Also pull out the stele!

This is disrespectful!

“Levi Garrison, are you

looking for death?” Everyone was angry.



At this time, powerful auras swept across the audience like they covered the sky and the
sun.

The strong on the true god list is here.

Many of them have never been seen before.

It can be seen that the redefinition of the god list this time has attracted all this group of
hidden guys.

They directly stepped onto the ninety-nine steps and came to the Conferred God Platform.
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They looked at the names on the stele in front of them.

This has also caused an impact on them!

This is the ranking of the steles on the top of the world, representing the strongest on the
planet.

Who doesn’t want to engrave his name on the top?

Everyone can see most of the names on the stele.

Only the upper part of the stele can not be seen under the clouds.

These strong people in the god list jumped up to see the rankings above.

Write down the names of the former powers one by one.

Especially the top ten and top three.

But even if some of the strong are super strong, they dare not take any further step to
provoke the dark god and step on the stone monument.



As for the back, who would dare to look at it?

“Levi Garrison saw it? No one of so many powerful men dared to look at the backside!
Would you let us see? Crazy?”

Someone said.

At first, everyone thought that the strongest of the gods would not come?

As a result, hundreds of strong men of the gods came.

It shows the attraction of the Conferred God Platform…As

soon as they come, everyone’s attention is on these people.

No one paid attention to Levi Garrison anymore.

Everyone is working hard to remember the appearance of these strong gods in order to
prevent offense in the future.

…

“Let’s go, it is not suitable to stay here for long!”

Levi Garrison and his party left.

Everyone was silent along the way.

Levi Garrison knew that they were all inspired.

Everyone wants to engrave their names on the steps, but Zoey and his ilk don’t want their
names to be stepped on.

They hope to appear on the stele.

But what Levi Garrison is thinking about is what kind of existence is the dark web?

Isn’t it too magical?



Know the information about yourself and the laboratory of the gods?

Such a character Levi Garrison can only think of one person at present-his own cheap
master.

If the dark web was established by Master, how good would it be?

Regardless of whether the dark web is neutral or what it is, Levi Garrison must find out.

Otherwise, the existence of the dark web is like a knife you know, there is no danger for the
time being.

But I don’t know when, this knife may rest on your neck, or even pierce your heart with a
single knife.

“Is it shocked? I want to stand at the highest point! This is my goal!”

Zoey said in a low voice.

But who can feel the flame burning in her heart.

The same goes for everyone else.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) sighed.

He was also motivated.

But he promised Levi Garrison that he could only practice his basic exercises.

In this way, let alone the stone stele of the gods, he has completely lost fate with the quasi
gods of the stairs.

The emergence of the new god list has brought a huge shock to the world, and things are
happening everywhere.

Two figures appeared in the capital this night.

One is a middle-aged man with a plain appearance, but he is on the list of new gods.



In front of him, there was a man in a suit and leather shoes, which formed a strong contrast.

Mr. X of the Gods Lab! He appeared…
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No one thought that this one would appear in the capital.

But there were strange faces in front of him.

It is estimated that no one has seen it.

But if the Tiance master of Tiance Mansion or some old seniors were there.

It is still recognizable.

Because this is the inheritor of another peerless magical skill that is as famous as the
magical skill of King Kong is not bad.

In fact, if the two exercises are cultivated to the extreme, they can check and balance each
other.

It’s not enough to make a gong method the most powerful…

As the name suggests, the Dafa of Absorbing Gong is to suck away the true energy of other
people’s exercises.

But it is not only that easy, but it can also absorb all kinds of energies between the heavens
and the earth and transform them into their own.

However, the biggest problem with the Dafa of Absorbing Gong is that if it draws in other
people’s gong power or strength too much.

It’s easy for one’s own body to be unable to hold it, so it explodes directly.



Or there are many types of power drawn, and they may be mutually exclusive. If they are too
mixed, they can hurt themselves, severely cause death, and blow up the body.

Therefore, the self-cultivation level is not enough, or the body is not strong enough to
integrate the absorbed power for self-use in time.

So it’s easy to happen…

if you want to let the absorption Dafa reach the eighth or even the ninth level of King Kong’s
non-destructive magic.

Then these issues must be resolved.

Otherwise, you won’t be able to practice the Dafa to the extreme, and at most six layers will
be crushed to death.

To put it bluntly, the Dafa of Absorbing Gong is even more difficult than the magical power
of King Kong not being bad.

You need to constantly improve yourself by absorbing the skills of others, but once you
reach the limit, you can’t do it anymore.

This is the problem faced by every generation of Dafa inheritors…

The one in front of Mr. X in the Lab of the Gods is no exception.

Since the inheritance of Dafa, he has been practicing quietly, hoping to reach the highest
state of Dafa.

But just a few questions became his powerful stumbling block.

But when he was desperate, a mysterious man approached him.

Claiming to make him stronger…

solve all problems…

that person is Mr. X!



Mr. X smiled and said, “This day has finally come. Now I will help you solve all the problems
in your body, no matter how many people’s skills you absorb in the future, how powerful and
mixed strengths. Your body can support it now. Live!

In addition, we have also transformed your body. You can digest and fuse all the absorbed
power in one minute! This is the modern technology that you once despised!”

The owner of Suction Dafa does not refute at all.

Because it is true.

These few problems in cultivating the Dafa of Absorbing Gong were indeed solved by the
laboratories of the gods.

They used terrible modern technology to transform his body and directly solved all the
problems.

He knew that the heirs of the previous Suction Dafa all ended up sucking too much gong
and strength, and couldn’t bear it, so they exploded and died.

The other two repelled each other because of the sucked power, and died in the end.

Especially after practicing the Dafa, people will become greedy.

I want to absorb the skill of more people, I want to become stronger.

But these problems cannot be solved at all.

He still heard that someone solved this problem for the first time.

Really realized in myself.

He has now practiced between the sixth and seventh floors.

You should know that the seven previous successors of Gong Gong Dafa have only
practiced to the sixth level at most.



“From now on, you will start the unbridled way of the king! You can suck whoever you want,
and as much as you want! There is only one purpose-to become stronger! To become the
strongest!”

Mr. X said lightly.

A look of hope.

“Understood! Now I can suck infinitely and merge infinitely! Soon I will sweep the gods list…”
The

eyes of the heirs of the Sucking Gong Dafa were full of bloodthirsty rays.

“Well, as for the way you repay is very simple, get rid of a few people…”
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Mr. X’s face is full of killing intent. “Although the new list of gods announces a lot of
powerhouses, they are all under our control! Even the gods and the like who are as powerful
as the Tiance Mansion are familiar to us. Can control…but only…”

“The top three of the gods! We can’t control it at all! You don’t even know who it is?”

“Daxia Yizhi Grandmaster and the new master of the Ye clan, we have clues, but we have to
look it up. At the time, I was met with resistance! So that I still don’t know my identity…”

“The God of Darkness is even more exaggerated. We already know that God of Darkness
has changed people. Before, God of Darkness was a handsome junior. But now the God of
Darkness. Obviously it’s not her, but someone else. But I don’t know who it is…

Now the Dark God is so powerful that it makes people scalp numb, and the Bible
organization is so strong that it is terrifying. The

only one who knows the clue is the greatness of the Dark God. The apprentice, the son of
God of Darkness. He should know who the God of Darkness is, but we have been looking for
him for a long time…”



“These three directly pose a direct threat to us and cannot control them at all. So before we
implement our plan. , These three are either in control or die!”

The person on the other side raised his head and looked at Mr. X. “So you want me to get rid
of them?”

Mr. X nodded. You will be able to kill them soon! Without any obstacles, you only need to
use the Absorption Dafa to increase crazy!

We have calculated that you can definitely kill these three people in three months!”

“Yeah ! , Almost! Next I will challenge the strong one by one! I will suck all their skills away!
About half of the god list is almost the same… It just happens that my becoming stronger,
no matter how fast, is a gradual process… even if I do , No one has found your head…”

Mr. X nodded, “Well, you are very smart. You are the warrior of Daxia, and you are slowly
becoming stronger, and the new god list has led to the birth of many strong people. . No one
will doubt us!”

“Okay, I understand, then I’ll go…”

Mr. X looked at his back, and he smiled.

“After preparing for so long, I finally start to slowly close the net…”

He smiled.

At this time, a person appeared on the side and said coldly, “Isn’t Levi Garrison not killing?”

It turned out to be Lucifer who had come back from the dead.

Lucifer is now heinously powerful…

“Levi Garrison? Hahaha, now does Levi Garrison have the right to be our enemy?”

“Will God care about a humble mortal?”

Mr. X sneered.



Today’s Levi Garrison is completely inconspicuous.

The gap is too big.

They checked Levi Garrison and it was not worth mentioning at all.

How can they be their opponent?

Moreover, Mr. X compares himself to a god. He is really saying that he exists like a god.

“I just can’t swallow the breath back then! He actually died with me…”

Lucifer is a very vengeful person.

“Actually, if you confess to him, killing Levi Garrison is really a trivial thing to suck up, but if it
is too deliberate, it may expose us…”

Mr. X said.

Lucifer nodded, “That’s true! There is no need to expose us for Levi Garrison! After all, he is
too weak now. Killing him is no different from trampling to death an ant on the ground. You
say that I am not interested in killing him anymore. , Too weak…” As he

said, Lucifer trampled an ant on the ground to death.

“Except for the three Dark Gods, what I am most worried about now is Forbidden Land No.
76. The gods in that place will not disappear for no reason…”

Mr. X said.

But at this moment, he received a major message…
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The clue they sent out was that the group of “gods” on No. 76 was gone.



All dead.

Is equal to extinction!

But the energies of this group of gods all converged into crystals, which were controlled by
the Bible organization.

“If this is the case, let the Dark God live even more! I am not curious about his identity
anymore. I just want him to die!”

Mr. X said coldly.

“Of course we want this crystal too! We have to think of any way to get it!”

Lucifer said.

“Well, we must not let it go! But now we still wait for him to get rid of our three opponents!”

… The

Lab of the Gods officially surfaced again and began their official plan.

It’s just that no one else knows.

Even Levi Garrison didn’t know.

Although he has been looking for the laboratory of the gods, but the direction is wrong.

The next day.

Levi Garrison witnessed the birth of a group of perverts…

If it was said that the Kirin ( Qilin ) group was cultivating mad, now they are perverted.

Abnormal to the extreme!

In a word-either die or practice!



Whenever Levi Garrison saw them, everyone was practicing.

They were thoroughly stimulated.

The new god list seems to have some kind of magical power, and it is enough for people all
over the world to go crazy.

Everyone will improve at all costs.

What kind of medicine

is used … whatever method is used…

Just to improve!

The same is true of plum dyeing them!

Under this almost abnormal practice.

They are improving rapidly, and they are much more terrifying than before.

One by one is about to come to the peak of their respective exercises.

Seeing them improve, Levi Garrison was not happy at all.

The faster you improve, the closer you are to extinction.

After all, they will suffer backlash and perish if their techniques are practiced to the extreme.

Levi Garrison definitely couldn’t stand it.

Helpless, Levi Garrison could only gather everyone together.

“It’s time for you to stop…”

Levi Garrison said with a complex expression.

“Stop?”



Everyone looked puzzled.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) immediately guessed Levi Garrison’s intention, “Boss, do you want
to say that their exercises are almost at the end of their practice? Are they going to suffer a
backlash?”

“Yes! In less than a month, basically everyone will practice the exercises? The end is over,
then it is perished. I don’t want to see your sacrifice…”

Levi Garrison said.

The audience was silent.

Obviously no one would believe his words…

Levi Garrison realized something and looked at Azure Dragon (Qinglong), “Did you not
promise me Azure Dragon (Qinglong) to collect everyone’s exercises for experimental data
analysis? Did you not do it?”

“I… “

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) was stunned.

He really didn’t do it.

I never thought this thing was true.

There is no need to do it.

Now that Levi Garrison was exposed on the spot, he still felt very ashamed.

I feel like I have done something wrong.

“Boss, don’t blame Azure Dragon (Qinglong)! We didn’t give him the exercises! We don’t
think it is necessary! What you said can’t be true!

Each of us has different attributes, how can it be the same? And this The practice till now
has no side effects at all. How can it be said that the end of the practice will be ruin?”
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Everyone spoke for Azure Dragon (Qinglong), which also showed that they would not believe
what Levi Garrison said.

“On the contrary, we practiced our own exercises and made great progress! We can keep up
with the times! And in order to comfort your emotions, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) gave up his
own exercises and practiced the basic exercises you gave him. He is still standing still!

” The boss has to give evidence in everything, right? We saw a lot of things, but you negated
it in one sentence!”

…

Levi Garrison said helplessly, “Azure Dragon (Qinglong) has not made much progress,
because his heart is too impetuous, and he hasn’t practiced well at all.” As for you, I don’t
believe I can, but can you take a little time to do an experiment…”

Levi Garrison is not just saying nothing, nor is it a word of denial.

Long ago, he told Azure Dragon (Qinglong) their verification method.

Maya Industry can do it.

Kunlun Industry can also do it.

It’s just that Azure Dragon (Qinglong) didn’t verify it themselves, they kept blaming Levi
Garrison for saying no proof!

“As long as Azure Dragon (Qinglong), do what I said, you already know that what I said is
true or false!”

Levi Garrison said.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) “This…”



“Boss first, don’t say that Azure Dragon (Qinglong) is impetuous and unreliable. Can anyone
on the scene be at ease? The brothers and sisters who used to be the starting line have all
taken off, and they only have to stand on their own feet. Who is not in a hurry? ah? ” “

Did not you say Dragon impetuous not reality? Wen Lei and Zhou Nan smoke should be very
hard, right? they are practicing your exercises, they have progress? ” “

after this a new god list released, I I haven’t seen their names on the God List and the Quasi
God List! This is not a question of Azure Dragon (Qinglong) at all!”

“Boss, we have been accommodating you, we are really tired. Especially Azure Dragon
(Qinglong), as the big brother among us, is for everyone. , Sacrificed himself, he has been
paying silently!” “Boss, we believe in you! But at this point, don’t make trouble, okay? This is
our most critical stage! If we practice the exercises to the highest level, our The strength will
undergo earth-shaking changes! We are going to be on the list of gods

!”

…

Everyone sincerely said to Levi Garrison.

The purpose is simple, don’t let Levi Garrison disturb them at this juncture.

Zoey Lopez also said, “One said one, they really paid too much for you… Especially in this
era, you can get to this point, you can’t do without them! Stop it! Don’t bother us anymore, go
on like this, yes. No one is good!”

“Okay! Then you continue…”

Levi Garrison could tell that everyone’s heart was determined.

No matter what they say, they won’t believe it.

They don’t even have the energy to do experiments to verify the truthfulness of Levi
Garrison’s words.

They only think about one thing now-to improve their strength.



They are almost perverted, and can even be said to be crazy.

Their current state is madness.

No one can disturb their cultivation… If

Levi Garrison forcibly stops it, it may cause a lot of trouble.

Even brotherhood breaks!

Levi Garrison knew that they wouldn’t die until the Yellow River.

You will not repent until you reach any point.

Just let them go.

What Levi Garrison has to do is to rescue them when they get to which step…

Of course, he still has to slowly figure out a solution.

Because Levi Garrison didn’t know what the end was ruined, in case he couldn’t solve it by
himself.

Therefore, he must think of a one-size-fits-all solution.

Come and prepare early…

Can’t you really watch them die, right?

Although each stubborn is dying, he is more stubborn than a cow.

But Levi Garrison must be saved.

no way.

They are all their own…

Seeing that everyone is going to retreat.



Azure Dragon (Qinglong) also let out a long sigh.
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Everyone just said something to Levi Garrison because they were anxious.

Maybe it hurt Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison left without saying a word.

With less than a month left, he wanted to find a solution to this group of people being
backlashed.

Can’t stay there anymore.

You have to act quickly.

Seeing Levi Garrison leave without saying a word, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) knew that Levi
Garrison must be angry.

Those words just now were really too heavy.

Anyone must be angry.

But these guys are practicing at a juncture, so how can they think of other things.

After they leave the customs, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) will educate them one by one. “By
the way, the boss said that the experimental data can analyze the problems of our
exercises. Should I try?”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) knew that the boss said it was not the first time.

Said it several times.



As long as the data analyzes the various exercises, the results can be obtained-whether the
thousands of exercises are the same thing, whether the end of the exercises is the end, and
it will encounter backlash.

Would you like to try it?

Everyone doesn’t believe in the boss.

They all blamed him for negating everything in one sentence.

But in any case, he has verified the method.

Regardless of whether this method can be verified in the end.

But they didn’t even have the courage to verify it!

Try it, try…

Anyway, I am impetuous now, and I can’t practice anything.

He had to accept the fact that his strength had stagnated. Why do

n’t you spend half a month studying and analyzing it carefully… What

if it really is what Levi Garrison said?

Maybe it can save Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others…

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) immediately collected hundreds of exercises and went to the
Kunlun Industrial Laboratory for closed-door research.

After all, it is a waste of time.

Maya Industry is unique in this kind of data analysis, so the speed is fast.

Kunlun Industry was the first contact, and it took a long time.

About half a month!



Next, everyone trained frantically, Levi Garrison went to find a way to rescue, Azure Dragon
(Qinglong) went to verify.

During this time, the world is undergoing major changes.

Because of the excitement of the new god list, every powerhouse is crazy.

Challenge each other and fight each other…

The rankings of the gods and quasi gods are updated every day.

Fortunately, the material of the dark web building stele is very special, which can be erased
at any time, and it can also be renewed at any time.

Otherwise, at the current rate, new stone tablets have to be replaced every day.

During this time, a strong man turned out.

Some have been on the list of gods and quasi gods before.

There are also those who are not on the list.

Suddenly came out and challenged a strong person.

Everyone wants to climb to a high place.

Daxia is here.

Seven or eight super powers also emerged.

Among them is who has the Dafa of Absorbing Gong.

He soared all the way from the sixty-three steps of the Quasi-God Ranking… and

soon came to the position of the ninety steps…

However, all the people he challenged lived and died, and none of them survived.



After all, after meeting him, he will be absorbed by Dafa to clean his gong and body.

There is no doubt that you will die if you meet him.

And every time he finishes challenging one person, his strength is bound to increase greatly.

Because it is to absorb and integrate the skills of others…

can it not be strong?
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Fortunately, this is an era of the weak and the strong.

Everyone fights for the ranking of the gods, and countless deaths and injuries every day.

The killings he caused were also easily covered up, and no one would pay attention.

And his ranking is not very high, so naturally he can’t attract much attention.

After all, there are too many strong people who have emerged, and there are many people
who are more radiant than him.

Instead, he was in the low-key ranks, and few people paid attention.

This is also in line with Mr. X and his philosophy. It slowly develops, and by the time others
discover it, it is no longer controllable.

At that time, he already had the strength to challenge the top ranks of the gods, and sucking
can get rid of the top three.

Therefore, such an environment is too suitable for his development.

One week passed.

He has already reached the 95th step.



In fact, every time he crosses a step, he has to absorb the skill of dozens of people.

Now his strength can almost directly challenge the ninety-ninth floor or the end of the god
list.

But he still followed his steps and challenged them one by one.

On the one hand, it is low-key and does not attract too much attention.

On the one hand, it is also to absorb the skill of more people to strengthen oneself.

Although these quasi gods are already very weak to him, it would be terrifying if their skills
were accumulated together.

He can’t waste it in vain.

He still fights steadily.

Soon I came to the position of the ninetieth step. The next challenge is Kirin ( Qilin ) and the
others…

Chen Kong, the successor of Suction Dafa, went to Jiangbei to visit according to the list.

After arriving, they were told that Kirin ( Qilin ) and others were all practicing in retreat.

“It’s not too late to retreat after accepting my challenge…”

Chen Kong smiled.

“Are you afraid that after they succeed in retreat and increase their strength, you will not be
afraid of it? So you have to challenge now?”

Wen Lei of the guard sneered.

“Well, it doesn’t matter, I will challenge them again when they succeed in their retreat. Let’s
skip them temporarily!”

Chen Kong smiled and left.



In fact, it doesn’t make much sense to challenge this group of quasi gods, just to absorb
their skills.

If he forced his hands to absorb his power, something might happen, causing other people’s
attention.

Then the gain is not worth the loss.

Chen Kong is still playing steadily.

Only dare to absorb the skill of the person who is challenging.

If he let go and smoked everybody, it would be easy to be noticed by institutions such as
Tiance Mansion.

Therefore, Zoey Lopez dyed them from one difficulty.

Otherwise, if Chen Kong is challenged, he will definitely die.

Wen Lei and the others did not expect that this seemingly ordinary person would soon
become an existence that disturbs the world!

Next, Chen Kong still looked for the strong on the quasi god list to challenge.

Of course, many strong people came to him to challenge him. After all, he saw that he had a
good record, and that he played steadily and steadily, and he was almost at the forefront of
the quasi god list.

The fate of everyone is the same!

Being soaked up alive…

Chen Kong knew he would be exposed sooner or later, so he needed to speed up.

Stand firm before you are completely exposed.

At this time, the Lab of the Gods also helped behind.



They sent hundreds of strong men to challenge the quasi-shenban of the gods, and the city
was full of troubles.

In fact, it was to cover Chen Kong’s progress.


